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Abstract
We present the Hamiltonian, quasilocal energy, and angular momentum
for a spacetime region spatially bounded by two timelike surfaces. The results
are appplied to the particular case of a spacetime representing an eternal
black hole. It is shown that in the case when the boundaries are located in
two different wedges of the Kruskal diagram, the Hamiltonian is of the form
H = H+−H−, where H+ and H− are the Hamiltonian functions for the right
and left wedges respectively. The application of the obtained results to the
thermofield dynamics description of quantum effects in black holes is briefly
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems of black hole physics concerns the dynamical origin
of black hole entropy and, more generally, the statistical mechanical foundations of black hole
thermodynamics. A natural way to calculate the thermodynamical parameters of a black
hole is to use a “complexification” approach [1–3]. However, in this framework there is simply
no room for the internal degrees of freedom of the black hole since one deals explicitly only
with the Euclidean version of the black hole exterior. That is why it is important to begin
with the usual Lorentzian description of a black hole in order to understand the dynamical
origin of its internal degrees of freedom.
In order to describe a state of a black hole in the Lorentzian approach one uses a spatial
slice which crosses the horizon. In the general case such a slice crosses also a singularity
inside the black hole horizon so that fixing a state requires additional data describing the
singularity. This difficulty can be overcome by considering the ‘eternal version’ of a black
hole, as done recently in [4]. The main idea of this approach is as follows: a black hole
which is formed as a result of gravitational collapse is described at late time by a stationary
metric. One can use analytical continuation to connect the late time geometry of this
configuration with the spacetime of an eternal black hole possessing the same parameters
(mass M , angular momentum J , charge Q, etc.). This analytically continued spacetime
is called the ‘eternal version’ of the original black hole. The Penrose diagram for such
a spacetime is shown in Figure 1. Classical or quantum excitations of the black hole at
late time can be traced back in the spacetime of its ‘eternal version’ to some initial global
Cauchy surface. For example, one can choose a slice Σ representing a spatial section at the
moment of time symmetry as such a surface. The surface Σ is an Eintein-Rosen bridge with
wormhole topology R1×S2 (Figure 2). In the general case when the black hole is not static
and possesses external as well as internal excitations this construction allows one to relate
the excitations of a real black hole at late time with the corresponding field perturbations
at Σ. The gravitational field perturbations on Σ can be identified with small deformations
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of the three-geometry of the Einstein-Rosen bridge. This construction can be generalized to
the situation when the perturbations are not small. In this case the initial data on Σ can be
described as (not necessarily small) deformations of the Einstein-Rosen bridge plus initial
data for the non-gravitational degrees of freedom on the distorted Einstein-Rosen bridge
provided the constraint equations are satisfied. In the framework of this construction one
may consider, instead of different states of a real black hole at late time, different states
of the corresponding Einstein-Rosen bridge (or the corresponding deformations of it). The
latter problem appears to be much simpler analytically. In particular, it allows a simple
description of the internal degrees of freedom of a black hole [4]. The bifurcation surface
of the Killing horizon is a two-dimensional surface of minimal area on Σ which divides the
surface Σ in two parts denoted by Σ+ and Σ−. The initial data at Σ− naturally define the
internal degrees of freedom of a black hole.
A black hole considered as a part of a thermodynamical system can be in equilibrium
with surrounding thermal radiation provided the temperature of the radiation (measured
at infinity) coincides with the black hole temperature. This equilibrium is stable only if
the black hole is contained inside a cavity of finite size where the boundary data of the
appropriate statistical ensemble are specified. (For example, for a non-rotating black hole
inside a spherical boundary of radius r0 with fixed temperature T0, stable equilibrium re-
quires r0 ≤ 3M .) The important role played by boundaries in formulations of black hole
thermodynamics has been stressed by York and collaborators [2,3].
An interesting attempt to develop thermodynamical formulations of black holes directly
in the Lorentzian approach was made in Ref. [5]. However, as indicated above, the existence
of singularities in the black hole interior creates potential difficulties in such an approach.
That is the reason why it is interesting to develop the Lorentzian approach beginning directly
with the eternal version of a black hole [6]. However, a price to be paid is that a single
external two-dimensional boundary does not restrict anymore a finite three-dimensional
volume on a spacelike slice with wormhole topology. In order to analyze problems involving
a finite volume for such spaces one needs to consider two (holomorphic) surfaces, each
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one with two-sphere topology. The main aim of this paper is to generalize the results of
Ref. [7] to the case of eternal black holes and spacetime regions contained between two
timelike boundaries. Namely, we construct the gravitational Hamiltonian and generalize
the quasilocal energy and angular momentum definitions for this kind of situations. Special
attention is paid to the case when the external boundary is located, as usual, in the black
hole exterior while the other boundary (the internal one) is located either at the external
part Σ+ or at the internal part Σ− of the Einstein-Rosen bridge.
The construction of Hamiltonian and quasilocal energy for a spatially bounded region
of an eternal version of a black hole is useful when considering quantum properties of black
holes. Recently a no-boundary ansatz (analogous to the Hartle-Hawking no-boundary ansatz
in quantum cosmology) has been proposed to define a wave function of a black hole [4]. Such
a wave function is a functional of the configuration space of deformations of the Einstein-
Rosen bridge. For field perturbations this wave function describes a Hartle-Hawking state
of linear fields propagating in the background of a black hole. Restriction to a part of the
system (either internal or external) generates a thermal density matrix. The thermal na-
ture of the density matrix is directly related with the special structure of the Hamiltonian
H for small perturbations, which is of the form H = H+ − H−, where H+ and H− are
the Hamiltonians for perturbations on the external and internal parts of an Einstein-Rosen
bridge respectively. Israel [8] has noted that this situation is in complete accord with the
thermofield dynamics approach to thermodynamics developed in Ref. [9]. The results ob-
tained in this paper allow one in principle to develop this analogy beyond perturbations to
the strong gravity regime, in which all the quantities, and in particular the Hamiltonian,
refer to the gravitational field of the black hole itself. The total Hamiltonian for the system
is encoded in the boundary conditions and posseses the general form H = H+ −H−, where
H+ and H− are the gravitational Hamiltonians for the external and internal regions of a
distorted black hole. A full generalization of the thermofield dynamics approach to black
holes can be related therefore with the study of geometrodynamics of an ‘eternal version’ of
a black hole.
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The paper is organized as follows. We begin by discussing in Section II the geometry
of the spacetime of a Schwarzschild-Kruskal eternal black hole and its natural foliation con-
nected with the global Killing vector field ξt (“tilted foliation”). We describe generalizations
of the “tilted foliations” for a general spacetime (without a Killing vector) and general kine-
matical relations applicable to “tilted” as well as to the standard (“untilted”) foliations.
The general expressions for Hamiltonian, quasilocal energy and angular momentum are ob-
tained by using a “tilted foliation” in Sections III, IV, and V respectively. The dynamics of
the standard (“untilted”) foliation is discussed in Section VI. The possible relation of the
obtained results with the thermofield dynamics approach to black hole thermodynamics is
discussed in Section VII. We use the sign conventions of Ref. [10], and units are chosen so
that G = c = h¯ = 1.
II. FOLIATIONS AND KINEMATICS
A. Topology
Before considering the more general case of a distorted black hole, we describe some
properties of stationary vacuum eternal black hole solutions. Consider at first the case of
a static, non-rotating black hole. The corresponding Schwarzschild-Kruskal line element
reads:
ds2 =
−32M3
r
e−r/2M dU dV + r2dΩ2 , (2.1)
where M represents the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass of the static black hole [11],
dΩ2 is the line element of the unit two-sphere, and the radial coordinate is regarded as a
function of the ingoing and outgoing null coordinates (U, V ) as
(1− r/2M)er/2M = UV . (2.2)
The corresponding Penrose diagram is shown in Figure 1. The Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-
time [10] is the union of four regions (wedges) R+, R−, T+, and T−. The regions R+ and
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R− are asymptotically flat . In the R+ region, the Kruskal coordinates (U, V ) satisfy U < 0,
V > 0, while in R−, U > 0, V < 0. The Killing vector field ξt connected with the time
symmetry is
ξt
µ∂µ =
1
4M
(
V ∂V − U∂U
)
. (2.3)
This Killing vector is timelike in R±, spacelike in T±, and becomes null at the future (H
+)
and past (H−) horizons. It is future oriented in R+ and past oriented in R−, whereas it
vanishes at the bifurcation surface S˜0 = H
+ ∩H−.
Surfaces orthogonal to ξt are defined by the equation t = constant, where the scalar
function t is defined as
t = 2M ln
∣∣∣∣−VU
∣∣∣∣ . (2.4)
The line element (2.1) is invariant with respect to the discrete symmetries
I : U → −U ; V → −V ,
T : U → −V ; V → −U . (2.5)
The surface Σ˜ is defined by the equations t = 0 or, equivalently, U + V = 0. This surface is
invariant under T -reflections and, (as well as any other surface t = constant) has Einstein-
Rosen bridge topology R1 × S2 (Figure 2). We denote by Σ˜± the parts of Σ˜ lying in R±
respectively. The line element (2.1) restricted to the surface Σ˜ reads
dl2 = dy2 + r2(y)dΩ2 , (2.6)
where the quantity y, defined by
dy = ± dr√
1− 2M/r
, (2.7)
represents the proper geodesic distance from the “throat” of the bridge located at r = r(y =
0) = r+ = 2M. We choose y to be positive in Σ˜+ and negative in Σ˜−. The set (t, y, θ, φ) can
be used as canonical coordinates everywhere in R± outside the surface S˜0. These coordinates
are right-oriented in R+ and left-oriented in R−.
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The second homotopy group of Σ ≡ R1 × S2 is pi2(R1 × S2) = Z. This means that,
besides the two-dimensional topologically spherical surfaces in Σ˜ which can be contracted to
a point, there also exist in Σ˜ non-contractible two-dimensional spheres. An example of such
a sphere is the bifurcation surface S˜0 or any other surface obtained from it by continuous
transformations. Therefore, in order to restrict any finite three-dimensional volume on the
t = const. hypersurface it is necessary to have as boundaries two such topological spheres
(S˜+ and S˜−). In the particular case when the boundary surfaces are round spheres, they are
defined by the equations y = y+ and y = y−. The spatial region restricted by these spheres
has topology I × S2, where I is a finite interval. In mathematical literature, this region is
known as cobordism between the boundary surfaces S˜+ and S˜−.
A natural way of describing dynamics of fields propagating on the eternal black hole
background is to use the Killing time t as the evolution parameter. Two different physical
situations are possible in principle: (1) both boundary surfaces are located in the same region
of the spacetime (either R+ or R−), and (2) the boundary surfaces are located in different
regions. In case (1), the t = const. slices do not intersect each other, so that the foliation is
of the standard form. In case (2), two different slices Σ˜′ (t = t′) and Σ˜′′ (t = t′′) intersect at
the two-dimensional bifurcation sphere S˜0. We call the sequence of slices Σ˜t (defined by the
equation t = constant, with t′ ≤ t ≤ t′′) which intersect at the same bifurcation surface S˜0
the “tilted foliation”. For a “tilted foliation” the spacetime domain M lying between Σ˜′ and
Σ˜′′ consists of two wedges M+ and M− located in the right (R+) and left (R−) sectors of the
Kruskal diagram. In both cases, if we restrict ourselves by considering the field dynamics in
a finite region of spacetime restricted by boundary slices Σ˜′ and Σ˜′′, we need also to specify
boundary conditions at two timelike boundaries, which we denote by B˜±. Each of these
boundaries is the result of time evolution from t′ to t′′ of a topological sphere homotopic to
S˜0. Both type of foliations mentioned above can be defined in the more general case when
one does not restrict oneself by considering the dynamics with respect to the Killing time t.
We describe at first the construction of the “tilted” and “untilted” foliations for the
Kerr-Newman spacetime. In the case of a rotating black hole, the Killing vector ξt (uniquely
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defined as the Killing vector which is timelike at spatial infinity) is not hypersurface orthog-
onal anymore. Nevertheless, its linear combination with the Killing vector ξφ (corresponding
to axial symmetry)
uµ = A (ξµt + ω ξ
µ
φ) (2.8)
defines a unit vector uµ normal to a hypersurface Σt, provided that
ω = − gtφ
gφφ
; A =
√
gφφ
g2tφ − gttgφφ
. (2.9)
Here gµν denotes the coefficients of the Kerr-Newman metric in the standard Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates [10]. The hypersurface Σt is defined by the equation t = constant. It is easy to
verify that ξφ · u = 0, so that the u-observers are zero angular momentum observers [12].
The topology of the surface t = 0 (as well as any other surface t = constant) in the Kerr-
Newman spacetime is the same as the topology of the t = 0 slice for a Schwarzschild-Kruskal
black hole, namely, R1×S2. The t = constant slices cross each other at a bifurcation surface
S˜0 with the topology of a two-sphere. The hypersurfaces Σt form a“tilted foliation” for the
Kerr-Newman spacetime. The “untilted” foliation is generalized in a similar way.
The constructions of both “tilted” and “untilted” foliations can be easily generalized to
the case of a distorted black hole. Let us consider a three-dimensional surface, denoted by
Σ, with Eintein-Rosen bridge topology (R1×S2) and whose three-geometry is such that the
corresponding (distorted) Einstein-Rosen bridge connects two asymptotically flat spaces.
We choose this three-geometry and its time derivatives in such a way that the gravitational
constraint equations are satisfied. These initial data can be used to determine the subsequent
spacetime evolution by using the vacuum Einstein equations. We assume that this evolution
defines a regular spacetime in some domainM lying both to the future and to the past of the
initial Cauchy surface Σ. We also assume that it is possible to choose two different spacelike
Cauchy surfaces Σ′ and Σ′′ in this domain which intersect each other at the two-dimensional,
topologically spherical spacelike surface S0. Consider a differential one-to-one map Ψ of the
domain M into the Schwarzschild-Kruskal spacetime possessing the folowing properties:
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Ψ(Σ′) = Σ˜′; Ψ(Σ′′) = Σ˜′′; Ψ(B±) = B˜±; Ψ(S0) = S˜0; Ψ(S±) = S˜± . (2.10)
This map transforms the region A lying between Σ′ and Σ′′ into the region A˜ lying between
Σ˜′ and Σ˜′′. We can use this map to provide foliations for the distorted black hole space-
time. These foliations are obtained by simply transfering the foliations of the Schwarzschild-
Kruskal spacetime by the map Ψ ontoM . Certainly there exist an infinite set of maps Ψ that
accomplish this, and one can choose anyone of them. For a chosen map Ψ the canonical co-
ordinates (t, y, θ, φ) introduced above for the “tilted foliation” of the Schwarzschild-Kruskal
spacetime can be transfered from A˜ to the spacetime region A on M . The coordinates
(t, y, θ, φ) are right-oriented in R+ and left oriented in R−.
B. Kinematics
We discuss now the kinematics of a general spacetime M whose line element has the
form
ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dxi + V idt)(dxj + V jdt) , (2.11)
where t is the time coordinate connected with the chosen foliation, and N the corresponding
lapse function. The four-velocity is defined by uµ = −N ∂µt, and the lapse function N is
defined so that u · u = −1. The four-velocity uµ is the timelike unit vector normal to the
spacelike hypersurfaces (t = constant) denoted by Σt. The vector t
µ that connects points
with the same spatial coordinates in different slices is related to the four-velocity uµ by
tµ = Nuµ + V µ , (2.12)
so that V i = hi0 = −Nui is the shift vector. We choose the spacelike boundaries to coincide
with surfaces of fixed values of t, so that the time coordinate t is the scalar function that
uniquely labels the foliation. We assume that the surfaces Σ′ ≡ Σt′ , and Σ′′ ≡ Σt′′ are the
spacelike boundaries of the spacetime region under consideration.
We assume that a three-dimensional timelike boundary B consists of two disconnected
parts B+ and B−: B = B+∪B−. The spacelike normal ni to the three-dimensional boundaries
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B is defined to be outward pointing at the boundary B+, inward pointing at the boundary
B−, and normalized so that n · n = +1. In what follows we also assume that the foliation is
restricted by the conditions (u · n)|B = 0.
In parallel to Ref. [7], the metric and extrinsic curvature of Σt as a surface embedded inM
are denoted hij and Kij = −h ki ∇kuj respectively, while the metric and extrinsic curvature
of the boundaries B as surfaces embedded in M are γij and Θij = −γ ki ∇knj. We denote
by h and γ the determinants of the three-dimensional metrics hij and γij. The intersection
of the boundaries B+ and B− with Σt are (topologically) spherical two-dimensional surfaces
denoted by S+ and S− respectively. The induced metric and extrinsic curvature of the
boundaries S as surfaces embedded on Σ are σab and kab = −σ ka Dknb respectively. The
normal vector ni to B is also the normal vector to S. The simbols ∇ and D denote covariant
differentiation with respect to the metrics gµν and hij respectively. The metric tensors for
the different surfaces can be written as
hµν = gµν + uµuν ,
γµν = gµν − nµnν ,
σµν = gµν + uµuν − nµnν . (2.13)
In particular, we have
√−g = |N |
√
h ,
√−γ = |N |√σ , (2.14)
where σ is the determinant of the two-dimensional metric σab.
As shown in [7], the extrinsic curvature tensor Θµν can be written as
Θµν = kµν + uµuνnαa
α + 2σα(µuν)nβKαβ . (2.15)
The traces of Θµν and kµν are related by
Θ = k − nβaβ , (2.16)
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where aµ = uα∇αuµ is the acceleration of the timelike normal uµ.
For the usual (“untilted”) foliation the lapse function N can be chosen everywhere pos-
itive, and there is no intersection between slices corresponding to different time parameter.
In the case of a “tilted foliation”, slices corresponding to different time parameter t intersect
at the two-dimensional bifurcation surface where the lapse function N vanishes. We assume
the parameter N to be positive at Σ+ and negative at Σ−.
III. DYNAMICS OF A TILTED FOLIATION
It is instructive to study the dynamics of “tilted” and “untilted” foliations independently.
Consider at first the “tilted foliation” shown in Figure 3. The region lying between the two
spacelike Cauchy surfaces Σ′ and Σ′′ consists of two wedges M+ and M− intersecting at a
two-dimensional surface S0. The symbol Σt (±) denotes the part of Σt located in M±. We
also denote those parts of Σ′ and Σ′′ which are the spacelike boundaries of the wedges M±
as Σ′± and Σ
′′
±. The lapse function N is positive (negative) at M+ (M−) and equals zero at
the bifurcation surface. The vector uµ is future oriented in M+ and past oriented in M−.
The covariant form of the gravitational action for this foliation with fixed three-geometry
at the boundaries of M is
S =
1
2κ
∫
M+
d4x
√−gℜ+ 1
κ
∫ t′′
(+)t′
d3x
√
hK − 1
κ
∫
B+
d3x
√−γΘ
− 1
2κ
∫
M−
d4x
√−gℜ+ 1
κ
∫ t′′
(−)t′
d3x
√
hK − 1
κ
∫
B−
d3x
√−γΘ , (3.1)
where ℜ denotes the four-dimensional scalar curvature and κ ≡ 8pi. It is assumed that
the integrations are taken over the coordinates xµ which have the same orientation as the
canonical coordinates (t, y, θ, φ) of the “tilted foliation”. The negative sign for the integration
over M− reflects the fact that the canonical coordinates are left oriented in this region.
Besides the volume term, the action S contains also boundary terms. The notation
∫ t′′
(±)t′
represents an integral over the three-boundary Σ± at t
′′ minus an integral over the three-
boundary Σ± at t
′. The action (3.1) has to be complemented [1,7,13] with a subtraction
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term S0 (dependent only on the boundary intrinsic geometry) which will be discussed later.
We write the Hamiltonian form of the action following the standard procedure by rec-
ognizing that there exists a direction of time at the boundaries inherited by the time vector
field tµ defined at B. Under a 3+1 spacetime split, the four-dimensional scalar curvature is
ℜ = R +KµνKµν − (K)2 − 2∇µ(Kuµ + aµ) , (3.2)
where R denotes the scalar curvature of the three-dimensional spacelike hypersurface Σ. By
the use of Gauss’ theorem, the conditions
u · n|B = 0, u · a = 0, u · u = −1, n · n = 1 , (3.3)
and Eqns. (2.13)-(2.16) and (3.2), one can rewrite the total action in the form
S =
1
2κ
∫
M+
d4x
√−g [R +KµνKµν − (K)2]− 1
κ
∫
B+
d3x
√−γ k
− 1
2κ
∫
M−
d4x
√−g [R +KµνKµν − (K)2]− 1
κ
∫
B−
d3x
√−γ k , (3.4)
where k = −Dµnµ on B−. The regions M+ and M− intersect at the cusp-like part S0 of
their boundaries. Generically such a cusp gives an additional contribution to the action
[13]. For the “tilted foliation” the cusp contributions connected with the regions M+ and
M− have opposite signs. The regularity of the spacetime in the vicinity of S0 implies that
their absolute values are the same. That is why the action (3.4) does not contain any cusp
contributions connected with S0.
The momentum P ij conjugate to the three-metric hij of Σ is defined as
P ij =
1
2κ
√
h (Khij −Kij) , (3.5)
and the definition of Kµν implies
Kij = −∇iuj = − 1
2N
[
h˙ij − 2D(iVj)
]
, (3.6)
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the time t.
Observe that by virtue of (2.14), the kinetic part of the volume integral in (3.4) for both
boundaries B+ and B− can be written in the desired form
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2κ
[
P ijh˙ij − 2P ijDiVj − 2κNGijkℓP ijP kℓ
]
, (3.7)
where Gijkℓ = (hikhjℓ + hiℓhjk − hijhkℓ)/(2
√
h). The second term in the right hand side of
(3.7) can be also rewritten since −2P ijDiVj = −2[Di(P ijVj)− VjDiP ij] and
− 2
∫
d4xDi(P
ijVj) = −2
∫
B+
d3xni
(
P ijVj/
√
h
)√
σ + 2
∫
B−
d3xni
(
P ijVj/
√
h
)√
σ , (3.8)
with the cusp contributions at S0 cancelling identically. Substitution of (3.7) into (3.4) gives
us the desired Hamiltonian form of the action. In terms of the quantities [3,7]
ε ≡ (k/κ) , ji ≡ −2σiknℓP kℓ/
√
h , (3.9)
the action finally becomes
S =
∫
M
d4xP ijh˙ij −
∫
Hdt , (3.10)
with the gravitational Hamiltonian H given by
H =
∫
Σ
d3x(NH + V iHi) +
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ(Nε− V iji)−
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ(Nε− V iji) . (3.11)
The Hamiltonian posseses both volume and boundary contributions. The volume part in-
volves the gravitational contribution to the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints:
H = (2κ)Gijkℓ P ij P kℓ −
√
hR/(2κ) ,
Hi = −2Dj P ji . (3.12)
Notice that for stationary solutions, the first term of (3.10) is zero. If one imposes the
gravitational constraint equations, the volume part of the Hamiltonian (3.11) is zero. The
Hamiltonian can be written in the suggestive form
H = H+ −H− , (3.13)
where the Hamiltonian H+ of M+ and the Hamiltonian H− of M− are
H+ =
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ(Nε− V iji)
H− =
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ(Nε− V iji) . (3.14)
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IV. QUASILOCAL ENERGY
The quasilocal energy can be defined, following Ref. [7], as the value of the Hamiltonian
that generates unit time translations orthogonal to the two-dimensional spacelike bound-
aries. The total quasilocal energy is therefore the value of the Hamiltonian (3.13) (with
Vi = 0) such that |N | = 1 at both S+ and S−, namely
Etot = E+ −E− , (4.1)
with
E+ =
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ(ε− ε0) ,
E− = −
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ(ε− ε0) . (4.2)
This is the quasilocal energy of a spacelike hypersurface Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ− bounded by two
spacelike boundaries S+ and S− located in the two regions M+ and M− respectively. The
quantity ε, defined in terms of the trace k of extrinsic curvature in (3.9), is seen to be
proportional to the surface energy density of the gravitational field. It is important to stress
that for both boundaries k = −Dµnµ. The signs of E+ and E− are directly connected with
the signs of extrinsic curvatures of the surfaces S+ and S− for the chosen orientation of the
normal vector nµ. In the particular case of an eternal black hole, both the energies E+ and
E− are positive provided the surface S+ is chosen in the right wedge M+ and the surface S−
is chosen in the left wedge M−. The expressions (3.13)-(3.14) for the Hamiltonian as well
as expressions (4.1)-(4.2) for the quasilocal energy are valid for any “tilted foliation”.
We have included in these expression the relevant subtraction terms ε0 for the energy
[1,7]. The role of the subtraction term is to normalize the action with the given boundary
conditions to zero for a reference spacetime (usually taken to be flat spacetime). The refer-
ence space is a fixed hypersurface of this spacetime and k0 the trace of extrinsic curvature
in this space of a two-dimensional surface whose induced metric is σab.
1 As indicated in
1The evaluation of this term is delicate, even for a single boundary surface, since there is no
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Eqn.(4.2) one needs to make the corresponding subtraction for each of the boundaries B+
and B− independently. As the result of this procedure, in the limiting case when S± tends to
asymptotic spatial infinity the limiting values of either of the quantities E+ and E−coincide
with the ADM energy M.
To illustrate this subtraction procedure and to gain some intuition about the relative
signs of E+ and E−, consider the following example, consisting of a static Einstein-Rosen
bridge whose line element is:
ds2 = −N2dt2 + dy2 + r2(y)dΩ2 , (4.3)
where N and r are functions of the proper distance coordinate y continuously defined on M .
The boundaries S+ and S− are located at coordinate values y = y+ and y = y− respectively.
The normal to the boundaries is nµ = δµy . It is easy to see, by using the expression
k = − 1√
h
(
√
hnµ),µ (4.4)
that the trace k at either boundary is
k =
−2r,y
r
. (4.5)
The value of k depends on the function r,y, which is positive for S+ and negative for S−. The
trace k associated with the subtraction term is taken to be k0 = −2/r for B+ and k0 = 2/r
for B−. This implies that the quasilocal energy (with subtraction terms included) can be
written as
E = E+ − E−
=
(
r
[
1− |r,y|
])
y=y+
−
(
r
[
1− |r,y|
])
y=y−
. (4.6)
The energies E+ and E− have the same relative sign. The total energy is zero for boundary
conditions symmetric with respect to the bifurcation surface S0. The energy E+(E−) tends
definite prescription of how to to embed uniquely an arbitrary surface whose intrinsic metric is σab
into a reference space.
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to the ADM mass M whenever the boundary B+ (B−) tends to right (left) spatial infinity
and the gravitational constraints are inforced. As an illustration of Eqn. (4.6), consider the
case when the boundary B+ is located at right-hand infinity (y+ = ∞) and the boundary
B− is located at y−. The energy for this configuration is
E =M− r
[
1−
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2 ]
, (4.7)
where r = r(y−). The energy is an even function of y− (Figure 5). It is zero when |y−| =∞,
and reaches a minimum value (−M) at the bifurcation surface. The quasilocal energy is
seen to be non-positive for all values of y− when B+ is at right-hand infinity. This behavior
is due to the fact that the quasilocal energy defined by (4.1)-(4.2) takes explicit account of
gravitational binding.
The previous example illustrates a general property of the quasilocal energy (4.1): for
a spacetime with a bifurcation surface, the quantities E+ and E− have the same relative
sign, while the total energy is given by the subtraction E+ − E− [6]. The same property
holds for the Hamiltonian. This is physically very attractive: the regions M+ and M− of
an eternal black hole are symmetric to each other, the time along the respective boundaries
being determined by the global time t. The energies associated to B+ and B− are symmetric
and the total energy reflects the orientation reversal of the two boundaries. The dynamical
aspects of the gravitational theory for spherically symmetric eternal black holes was recently
considered by Kucharˇ [14]. Our expressions (3.14) reproduce his results when the black hole
is spherically symmetric and both boundaries B+ and B− are taken to their corresponding
spatial infinities.
The time direction induced at the boundaries B+ and B− considered above was inher-
ited from the vector tµ. While the total action is independent of time orientations at the
boundaries, the Hamiltonian does indeed depend on this orientation.
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V. ANGULAR MOMENTUM
The Hamiltonian form of the action given by (3.10) can be used to define charge-like
quantities [7]. Consider in particular the definition of angular momentum. The value of the
Hamiltonian function whenever N = 0 at the boundaries S+ and S− is H = H+ −H− with
H+ = −
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ(V iji)
H− = −
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ(V iji) . (5.1)
The momentum density ji of a spacelike hypersurface Σ, defined by Eqn. (3.9), is the
value per unit area of the Hamiltonian that generates spatial diffeomorphisms in the ∂/∂xi
direction on the two-dimensional boundaries S. Assume that the boundary three-metrics
admit a rotational symmetry represented by a Killing vector ξφ. If ξφ is tangent to both S+
and S− (that is, both two-boundaries contain the orbits of ξφ), the total angular momentum
is defined as (minus) the value of the Hamiltonian that generates a unit rotation along ξφ.
That is, the total angular momentum is the value of H with N = 0 and V i = ξφ
i at the
boundaries, namely
Jtot = J+ − J− , (5.2)
with
J+ =
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ(jiξφ
i) ,
J− =
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ(jiξφ
i) . (5.3)
As for the quasilocal energy, the angular momentum for the complete spacetime can be
expressed as the subtraction of two terms of the same functional form. Each term is an
integral over a two-surface (with unit normal orthogonal to ξφ) of the momentum density
in the ξφ direction. Notice in particular that for symmetric boundary conditions the total
angular momentum is zero.
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VI. DYNAMICS OF UNTILTED FOLIATIONS
Consider the case of an “untilted” foliation illustrated in Figure 4. This foliation is regular
everywhere in a region of M lying between the initial Σ′ and final Σ′′ slices. The spacetime
is spatially bounded by the timelike boundaries B− and B+. Let t denote the global time
parameter labeling the slices Σ. The coordinates (y, θ, φ) are defined as in previous sections.
The foliation is such that uµ = −Nδµt, with the lapse function defined everywhere positive.
For simplicity, we consider only the special case V i = 0. The gravitational action when the
three-geometry is fixed at the boundaries takes the form:
S =
1
2κ
∫
M
d4x
√−gℜ + 1
κ
∫ t′′
(+)t′
d3x
√
hK − 1
κ
∫
B+
d3x
√−γΘ
− 1
κ
∫ t′′
(−)t′
d3x
√
hK +
1
κ
∫
B−
d3x
√−γΘ− S0 , (6.1)
where S0 represents the subtraction action. By using the general decomposition (3.6), the
action in Hamiltonian form becomes
S =
∫
M
d4x[P ijh˙ij −NH]−
∫
B+
d3x
√
σ Nε+
∫
B−
d3x
√
σ Nε− S0 . (6.2)
The boundary Hamiltonian is now
H =
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ N(ε− ε0)−
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ N(ε− ε0) (6.3)
and the quasilocal energy is
Etot = E+ − E− ,
E+ =
∫
S+
d2x
√
σ (ε− ε0) ,
E− =
∫
S−
d2x
√
σ (ε− ε0) . (6.4)
The expression (6.3) for the Hamiltonian as well as the expressions (6.4) for the quasilocal
energy are valid for any “untilted” foliation. The signs of E+ and E− are directly connected
with the signs of extrinsic curvatures of the surfaces S+ and S− for the chosen direction of
the normal nµ. Expressions (6.4) are to be contrasted with Eqns.(4.1)-(4.2) for a “tilted
foliation”.
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The same results can be obtained from a covariant analysis. Consider for simplicity a
spherically symmetric spacetime. The normal vector n, defined at the boundary, can be
continued to the interior of M by assuming that n · ∇y is positive throughout. The scalar
curvature can be written as [2]
ℜ = −2√−g
(√−γ nα aα
)
,y
− 2G00 . (6.5)
The action is easily obtained by applying Gauss’ theorem to the first term of (6.5). By
enforcing the Hamiltonian constraint G00 = 0, and using Eqn. (2.16) for the trace of
extrinsic curvature, the action reduces to the boundary action:
SB = −
∫
B+
d3x
√
σNε +
∫
B−
d3x
√
σ Nε− S0 , (6.6)
which agrees with the action (6.2) when the gravitational constraints and the staticity con-
ditions are imposed.
Consider as a particular example a static, spherically symmetric eternal black hole gen-
erated by an untilted foliation when both boundaries B+ and B− are located in the ‘right’
wedge M+. For the natural choice of global time t as the parameter numerating the slices,
one obtains the quasilocal energy
E =
(
r
[
1− |r,y|
])
y=y2
−
(
r
[
1− |r,y|
])
y=y1
. (6.7)
where y = y± denotes the location of the boundaries B± respectively. Both energies E+
and E− are positive when the surfaces S+ and S− are in the ‘right’ wedge M+. It can be
seen that this energy is of the same form as (4.6). This means that the quasilocal energy
expressions for an eternal black hole are of the same form whether the ‘left’ boundary is
located in M+ or in M−, provided the global time t is chosen as the natural scalar function
labeling the foliation (that is, provided the foliation is “untilted” when the ‘left’ boundary
lies in M+ and “tilted” when the ‘left’ boundary lies in M−).
The expressions (6.4) for the quasilocal energy of an “untilted foliation” formally coincide
with the quasilocal energy (4.1)-(4.2) for “tilted foliations” if one formally changes the
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direction of time t at one of the boundaries (that is, if one formally changes the direction
of time in B− to be t− = −t+, where t = t+ denotes the time direction in B+ and in the
interior of M).
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We discuss now a possible application of the eternal black hole Hamiltonian (3.13)-(3.14)
to the thermofield dynamics approach to quantum processes in black holes. Thermofield dy-
namics is a theory of thermal fields based on the idea of augmenting the physical Fock space
F by a fictitious Fock space F˜ obtained from the first one by a conjugation operation [9].
This results in a doubling of degrees of freedom for the system. A temperature dependent
“vacuum state” can be defined on the total Fock space F ⊗ F˜ in such a way that vacuum
expectation values of any physical operator agree with their statistical average for an en-
semble in thermal equilibrium. A pure state in F ⊗F˜ will then correspond to a mixed state
in F . This approach is self-consistent if the total Hamiltonian for this extended system is
of the general form
H = H+ −H− , (7.1)
where H+ is the Hamiltonian associated to F and H− the Hamiltonian associated to F˜ .
In the original formulation of thermofield dynamics the space F˜ is merely formal. How-
ever, Israel [8] has suggested that a thermofield dynamics approach may give an adequate
description of black hole radiation and explain its thermal nature. An ‘eternal’ version of a
black hole contains two causally disconnected regions R+ and R−. The states of Boulware
particles in R+ and R− can be identified with the Hilbert spaces F and F˜ respectively, so
that the space F ⊗ F˜ describes states of the complete system. Israel’s suggestion is the
result of an explicit calculation that shows that an observer in the right wedge R+ observes
particle modes travelling in the background of a spacetime with a horizon as having thermal
behavior [8]. (For further development of this idea, see for example Refs. [15].) This analysis
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is based only on the study of small perturbations propagating in a black hole background.
It is interesting to note that our general result for the Hamiltonian for the “tilted foliation”
indicates that in the general case (even in one does not restrict oneself by considering only
small perturbations) the complete Hamiltonian (3.13) of the system has the same structure
as the Hamiltonian (7.1), provided that the timelike surfaces bounding the system are lo-
cated in different wedges. The Hamiltonians H+ and H− can be used for the definition of
vacuum states and for the construction of two Fock spaces. We have seen that the Hamil-
tonians H+ and H− are encoded in the boundary conditions. In a special case when the
boundary conditions on B+ and B− are the same, H+ and H− are identical. The property
of the Hamiltonian mentioned above indicates that the thermofield dynamics approach to
black hole thermodynamics developed by Israel for small perturbations might be naturally
generalized to the situation when the perturbations are not assumed to be small.
The description of dynamics of an eternal black hole requires data on two timelike bound-
ary surfaces B+ and B−. It is natural to relate the data on B+ and B− with the external
and internal degrees of freedom of a black hole respectively. This opens the possibility of
generalizing the path integral approach to black hole thermodynamics to the case when the
internal degrees of freedom of the black hole are present. It would be interesting to develop
this analysis and apply it to the problem of dynamical origin of black hole entropy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Penrose diagram for a static, spherically symmetric spacetime. Each point
in the diagram represents a topological sphere S2. The bifurcation surface
is denoted by S0. The spacetime is the union of four regions R± and T±
separated by the future and past horizons H±. B+ and B− represent two
timelike surfaces located in the regions R+ and R− respectively. The dashed
lines in the figure represent ‘initial’ and ‘final’ spacelike hypersurfaces Σ′
and Σ′′ of a “tilted foliation”. (For simplicity, tildes have been omitted.)
Figure 2: A slice Σ (Einstein-Rosen bridge) of a static, spherically symmetric eternal
black hole. The surface Σ has wormhole topology R1 × S2. The parts
of Σ lying in R± are Σ± respectively, and Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ−. The timelike
boundaries B+ and B− cross the Einstein-Rosen bridge at two-dimensional
surfaces S+ and S−. The bifurcation surface is denoted by S0. (Tildes have
been omitted for simplicity.)
Figure 3: A “tilted foliation” Σ of M extending between the initial (Σ′)and final
(Σ′′) spacelike hypersurfaces. Each point in the diagram is a topological
sphere S2. All the slices in the foliation intersect at the bifurcation surface
S0. The timelike boundaries B± intersect a spacelike surface Σ at the two
disconnected two-dimensional surfaces S±.
Figure 4: An “untilted foliation” of M extending between the hypersurfaces Σ′ and
Σ′′. Slices corresponding to different time parameters do not intersect.
Figure 5: The quasilocal energy E for a static, spherically symmetric Einstein-Rosen
bridge when the right boundary S+ is located at spatial infinity. The loca-
tion of the left boundary S− is denoted by y−. The horizon corresponds to
y− = 0.
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